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- The defendant was charged with assault to commit
murder. The evidence of guilt was- overwhelming. The.
accused elected not to take.the stand:in hi', own
defense.

After four hours of deliberation the jii,ars brought
in a verdict otnot-guilty.

The trial judge was aghast. The prosetuting
attorney could not believe his ears., Even the court-
appointed defense attorney plainly showed his aston-.,,.
ishment.

. . .ffatee the still unbe3.ieving,-dep1ity ALA.:
Lot a metropolitan county in northern .Ciliforniaj
buttonholed the foreman.

"On what possible basis could _you haie reached
such-4 verdict?" he asked.

One of .the other jurors. standing: by fv-e spoke: z:

"I imagine I was responsible," she said smilingly.
"You see, I happen to be a Nerolfolfe"-fan and-'rknow
how important little clues can be::/"watched-;the
defendant' making notes at the counsel table and
noticed that he wrote with-his left'hin4 so 14-2
knew he was left-handed. _Burt-the fingerprints- on
the pistol grip was from his right thumb. Obviously
a left-handed-man could uot-have fired that gun."

Infact, the defendant happened to ambidextrous,.
and used his right hand to shoot withq:as could
easily have been shown. But the deputy_D.A. had
overlooked the point and the observant-juror
Laid not/ raise the question. So justice was
miscarried.1

Other experienced trial attorneys can match or surpass this

true story. Some jurists are concerned that the numerous Perry

Mason type television trials have misinformed citizens about actual

courtroom decorum. Some jurors expect that a guilty person will

.surely confess during the trial.2

Jurors are likewise' confused by elements contained in the

trial itself: legalese jargon during the main stages of-the trial

as well as that included in the judge's instructions to the jury

at the conclusion of the trial; delays in the trial while the lawyers-

and judge engage in various kinds of conferences; and different

stages of the trial which are not adequately explained as to how

one stage is related to the others, e.g.. voir dire, opening»

and closing arguments, and direct, cross and redirect examination
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of witnesses.3

John H. Holloway, while Executive Director of the Oregon.

State Bar Association, spoke of lawyers using "high sounding .

phrasesi managing to say in fifty words what could have been

said in seven."14 Justice Benjamin Cardoso often referredto

legal sentences "so overloaded with all its possible qualifications

that it will tumble down of its own weight."5 In 1965 the

Michigan Supreme Coutt became disturbed enough with the quality

or judge-jury communication to warn that the trial judge "must

translate our legal ruling, cast in the law's.shorthand abstrUctions,-

into language comprehensible by the jury . . ."6 You might

note that in the same year that court spoke of the "parthenogenic

euphoria of the: bench and bar."7

Sigworth,8 Jones,9 and Forstonl° in separate studies have

found up to 80 per -cent of the jurors misunderstood such parthen-

ogenically euphorious phrases as inference, stipulate, credibility,

voir dire, preponderance of evidence, proximate cause, efficient

intervening cause, moral certainty, and contributory negligence.

Sigworth and Forston in the above studies also found that the

overall comprehension level of judge's instructions was approxi-

mately 9) per cent. Numerous studies have been conducted on the

problem of judge-lawyer-jury communication: auestionnaire studies

by Hunter," Hervey, 12 Kalven and Zeise1,13 01Mara,14 and Meyer

and Rosenberg15:as well as other empirical studies by Sigworth16

and Forston.17 The unanimous conclusions of these studies can be

summarized by an excerpt from Swift's GulliVerts Travels:

It is likewise to be observed, that this society
. Lot lawyerF hath a peculiar Cant and Jargon of their

own, that no mortal can understand and wherein'all

their laws are written, which they take special care
to multiply; whereby they have 1iho3ly confounded th?
very essence cf Truth and Falsehood, c)::: RigYc al6 .
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Another serious problem with judge-jury communication is

that jury trials, as traditionally conducted, are classic examples

of one-way communication." .Jurors have little or no opportunity 1
.;11,

to ask questions of witnesses, lawyers, or judges during trials.

Although jurors may ask questions of the judge once they retire

to the jury room, the deliberating conditions do not encourage-

such questions to be sent out as frequently as jurors may desire."

.Andrew Hacker in this month's issue of mg, Atlantic Monthly angerly

. but eloquently exposes the short comings of not permittinglurors

to take notes or to ask questions as full participants in the fact-

finding process of a trial. Hacker states "Citizens are

regarded*as sufficiently mature to deliver the final verdicti

but not adult enough for participation in the proceedings."
20

Edises labels this problem of one-way communication as the

"Achilles' Heel" of the jury system.21 Inspite of the above find_7-:

ings and charges, little progress has been made to improve judge-

jury communication. Hacker concludes that court procedures dO

little to encourage sound verdicts. The suspicion arises that

too many judges and lawyers would rather have juries grope in the

dark. "This should come as no surprise,"'Claarles Alan Wright

once wrote, "in a society which takes pride in the image of

justice wearing a blind fold."22

II

Maurice Rosenberg,23 who is regarded as a prominent legal

scholar, recently stated that one of the three most important

.areas needing improvement in the court system is communication, -"

especially judge-jury communication.
24
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This 'section of the paper will view better.jury communication/

as a four-part communication process including pre-serviCe juror

orientation training, pre -jury instructions, main jury instructions,

and two-way trial communication.

Pre-Service Juror Orientation Training

Pre-service orientation training occurs on the first morning

that jurors report for duty. This so called "training" takes

place priOr.to the juror's first voir dire experience in a specific

trial. The training typically consists of intmtuctcry remarks by

a judge and a trial juror's manual.and Other reading materials..

Sometimes an orientation film is used.

Judge Frederick Woleslagel in this book, Jam, prepared for

the National College of the State Judiciary, analyzed the orientation

session as "Not essential forAurors.buihelpful; a significant

aid in general understanding of procedure... /5he judge does

not succiung to the hear your own, voice syndrome." 25 Helwig,26

Lewis,27 and Spra gue28 strongly recoMmenUapre-zervice training '

session before voir dire to help provide a better understanding

of trial procedures and to correct the body of distortion and

misinformation of what occurs in television trials.

In the Pre -- Service Juror Orientation Training Project,:Forston

surveyed the jury orientation training procedures in 128 cities in

all the states but Hawaii (I still hope to receive at least an

Aloha from an Hawaiian judge). .One hundred six judges (82.8 per

cent) orally present'some.pre-serivce message to jurors which

they would label as a training procedure. The length of and

quality of these messages varied considerably (see Table 1).
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TABLE 1

Length and Percentage of Total Judges' Oral Presentation:
Pre - Service Orientation of Jurors

Time in Number of Per Cent of
Minutes Judges Total

:5 or less 25 19.6.

15 52 40.6

30 33 25.8

45 13 10.2

. 60 4 3.1

75 1 0.8

Total 128 100.1

Note that 60.2 per cent of the judges spoke for fifteen.

minutes or less in their oral presentations to the jurors.

In analyzing the quality of sample presentations, the

Pre-Service Project found that much of the time was spent on

two kinds of information:

1) Patriotic messages dealing with the history and purpose

of the jury system and persuasive appeals on why one

should not ask to be . excused from jury service; and

2) Administrative procedures such as parking, eating, and

restroom facilities and procedures for telephoning for

jury service information, for obtaining fees and expenses

and so forth.

Little, it any, time was spent on substantive materials to

actually help the jurors better understand the legal terminology

and courtroom procedures that jurors would surely encounter and

wonder about.29 Although an orally presented orientation session

by a judge could be of significant 11,11p1 it typicIlly is not all
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that helpful for making jury decisions.

Almost two-thirds of the cities (82) used a juror's manual

in their training procedures. A juror's handbook is also poten-

tially an excellent method for facilitating jurors' understanding

of the trial process and legal concepts, but two elements are

crucial. First, the handbook must be written in a readable

style and include helpful substantive material; and second, the

jurors must read and understand the materials.

The eighty -two juroi3s manuals surveyed generally appeared to

be readable for laymen. The manuals mime in various sizes ranging

from 3 x 5 inches to 8* x 11 size binders with a range of seven

to thirty pages. The most popular size was a 4 x 9 inch pamphlet

with, either eight or thirteen pages. The vast majority of the

handbooks included the following kinds ofmatethls: the

importance of jury service, how jurors are called for service,

the kinds of case (civil or criminal), the stages of a trial,

definitions of legal terms, and expected juror behavior. Many

manuals also included a brief history of the jury system,

patriotic messages about jury service, general Information

about juror compensation, and a juror's creed or oath. The

consensus of the First National Conference on Rural Justice

held in March 1974 was that tightly drawn jury handbooks are a

preferred means of jury orientation.3°

Many manuals however effective they may be are never read.

Forston in a 1972 survey done with Polk County District Court

(Des Moines, Iowa) jurors found that less than 10 per cent of the

jurors had read any portion of the jurors manual after one week

of service.31 However, score evidence (mists that if handbooks

are sent to jurors in the mail prior to service and if jurors are



strongly encouraged to read the manuals, the percentage of manuaiiread

increases lubstantially.32 In any ease jurors should be entitled

to good ,quality handbooks. ...

Orientation films are utilized less frequently than oral

remarks by judges or trial :irorts manuals. : The Pre-Service
.....

Project found that only/ per cent (9) of the cities sholied

juror training films.33 'Several judges' responded that the current

films were not satisfactory, but they liked the idea of usinglilmi.-

lExtgAgt zr3=11t1oLgi

. The second and third parts of the communication process to

improve jury Communication involve jury instructions.

The last stage of a typiCal trial is the judge's oral charge

or instructions to the jury as to how to view what occurred during

the trial. This is analogous to informing refez;es abOut the

rules of a football game during the last few minutes of the fourth

quarter and then hoping that the referees as a collective body can

sift through what they remember to determine the number of points

for each team so that a winner can be declared. Although it is

not possible to provide the jury with all of the instructions at.

the beginning of the trial, it :is possible to inform them of some

rules as the trial progresses from stage-to-stage and as the judge

himself learns what will be necessary for the jury to know. For

example, the judge can instruct the jury on non-substantive

information at the beginning of the trial, e.g., about voir dire,

opening statements, and evidence.
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Man Jury Instructions,

After all evidence and closing arguments are made. arl prior

to the jury deliberationithe trial judge makes an oral state-

mentto the jury informing them of the law applicable to the cane

in general or some aspect of the case. The jury is expected to

use these instructions as the basis or criteria for finding their'

verdict. These oral instructions may last from ten minutes to

two-hours or more"' As explained earlier jurors often react

to these instructions "like being doused with*a kettleful of

law which would stagger a third -year law student."35

Judge McBride clearly points out the dilemma which a judge

has in his charge to the jury:

The oral delivery of instructions justifies
resorting to the best and most effective use of .

language available. Every instruction is a test
of the skill and art of the judge, a test which is
not graded in points or personal suecess,.but by
justice between the parties.

Instructions must meet still another test.
They must be approved for technical accuracy by.
the reviewing court. This additional test discour-
sgesthe preparation of instructions for effective
oral use in the courtroom. It frightens new judges
to the point that the necessity for comprehension
by the jurors is ignored.

How well a judge succeeds in conveying his
message to twelve captive listeners may determine
the verdict. There is no opportunity to rehearse,
edit or improve the immediate product. There is no
examination of the jurors to find out'if the message
was effective. The success of any instruction to a .

jury is not reflected in its brilliance or in its
eloquence but by a fair and just verdict.36

Three related problems need to be tackled. First, instructions

need to be drafted in language intended for laymen to.comprehe

and.to apply rather than really intending the instructions for

a state supreme court in order to guard against a reversal

error (this was the primary goal of the Arizona Jury Instruction

Project). Second, judges need to be aware of the self-deception -
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which exists when they believe that the uniform or pattern jury

guide books contain the best or only phrasing acceptable for
instructing a jury. Thirds judges need to be especially beware

of using the pattern jury guide books in a ncut...and pastes method

with no system, transitions, or logical arrangement for Surma
to readily understand.

Another related question to the jury instruction issue .

is whether the jury should be provided written instructions to
take into the jury room (in addition to hearing the oral instruc-
tions). Approximately twenty states permit the use of written
instructions on a consistent basis.37 Many Federal and state

courts do not permit written instructions at all.

In a research project conducted in Minneapolis and Chicago

with county jurors in simulated trials, the effects of oral

versus written instructions were analyzed. When written
instructions were permitted in the jury room, the jury discussion

pertaining to the rules of law and its application increased

from 6 per cent for oral instructions only to 14'per cent for

oral and written instructions.38 The Arizona Jury Instruction

Project found that written instructions improved jurors' com-

prehension nearly 20 per cent.39

Tentative evidence would suggest that written instructions

should be provided to gja Jurors rather than only one set per

jury. Since the above Minneapolis and Chicago study was done

with simulated juries in realistic courtroom situations, it

was possible to video record the jury deliberations. Repeated

qualitative and quantitative vialysis of the deliberations re-

vealed that juries with written instructions were generally less

confused, less tempted to dwell on immaterial issues, and more

effective in arriving at their verdicts than were juries which

00011
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only had-the benefit of oral instructions.40

Some evidence also exists which shows that furors who

used the instructions as a basis of their arguments were highly

Influential with other jurors;. hence, the eaects of the judge's

charge to the jury was found to be extremely importait.41 Moyer

and Rosenberg argue that it is "vital that we find out what

bugs, our jurors about the instructions they receive .

"Lind that answering this questio7 would give a boost to .efforts

to 'Improve the Marry system."42
-,

Tyo-lWay Trial Communication

The fourth part of the trial communication process includes

two-way communication in.the courtroom by allowing jurors to be

active rather than passive participants. From the wealth of

empirical data and communication theory, it shwid be safe to

predict that a two-way trial communication process with its

feedback loops as outlined thus far in this paper is far more

certain to get the testimony of witnesses?, .arguatents of lawyers

and instructions and rulings of the judge to the'jury more

accurately than the one-way communication system currently in

practice.in nearly every courtroom in the country.' The result'

of two-way trial communication. should yiele more just decisions.

AlthOugh a two -way trial communication process is considered

a revolutiOnary idea and makes many a judge and lawyer shutter

at the thought, it is not a new idea nor is it without precedent.

As mentioned previously both Edises and-Hacker in the past

three months have advocated two- -way communication in the courtroom

both on the part of the judge and the jury. The two-way communi-

cation proms in the courtroom, to be sure, would need to be

00012
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modified. For the past fifteen years, Judge Robert E. Jones,

Portland, Oregon, has permitted'jurors during the trial to

write questions to witnesses, lawyers, or to himself: These

questions are then evaluated and advancettand answered if found

appropriate. Sometimes Judge Jones will ask the question

himself, while other times he will ask one of the lawyers

whether he would like to ask the question:43 Note that this

system necessitates jurors taking notes on trial testimony.

These notes may also be used in the jury room. Some jurists

frown on note taking by jurors. Questions by jurors are not

without precedent for jurors in English courts are permitted

to ask questions.44 Moreover, coroner's juries in our own

country are allowed to regularly ask questions.45 In addition,

jurors in the-state of Maryland are granted the right to ask

questions in written form. The Handbook for Petit Jurors, in

Maryland states: . ;Mt a juror has a question La a

witnes7 which he feels should be asked, he should-write his

question and present it to the court upon the conclusioliof

the examination of the witness. The court will then ask the

questionalfthe information sought is material to the issue

and admissible under the rules of evidence."
46

In this country A.B.A. standards permit a judge to be

an active participant in the trial to facilitate the search

for truth by questioning witnesses and by subpoenaing court

witnesses a la Judge John Sirica in the Watergate trials.

However, such active participation by a trial judge is an

exception rather '-han a frequent occurance in our country.

France as well as other countries encourage their judges to

take over the questioning of witnesses if they feel that one
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or both the attorneys have shown insufficient seal in their

probing.47

If a jury trial is a search for truth and justice, whir not

encourage the inquiring minds, observant eyes, and alert ears

in the jury box to become active not passive partners in the

tact- finding process. This aoliumnication process will enhance

the truth-determining quality of jury triaii and will give jurors

a sense of true participation in one of the most vital functions

of self-government.
8

III

The four-part trial communication process to improve

communication to the jury involves:

ly More extensive pre-service jury orientation tiaiping

procedures with refined remarks by the judge: The

judge should direct the jury commissioner to handle

administrative procedures such as juror compensation,

eating and parking facilities and so forth so that the

judge's remarks can focus on training jurors to be

better fact-finders and decision-makers in a trial

setting. Juror's manuals should be reviewed for

quality and clarity and mailed in advance of jury

service. Orientation training films may be of help;

however, some new films will probably need to be

produced to satisfy trial judges.

2) Pre-jury instructions should be encouraged to acquaint

jurors with the rules of law as soon ao is appropriate.

Some repetition of important instructions coupling pre-

instructions with later instructions at the conclusion
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'of the trial they be highly beneficial to jurors.

3) The main jury instructions at the conclusion of the

trial definitely need to be redrafted in language

Intended for laymen not for supieme court. justices.

r.

. This is not to suggest that technically accurate

infehmustimsarenot important. Written instructions

Should also be provided to all jprors for use in Va
'''141

the.jury. room.

4) An adapted two-way trial communication system needs

. to be promoted in the American jury system. This

two...Way communication process would include note

taking by jurors, written questions to witnesses

submitted to the judge, and active participation

by the trial judge through encouraging questions

which should be asked of witnesses and through

subpoenaing court witnesses who should be heard

from.

Viewing the whole jury communication problem from the time

the jurors are called to serve to the final instructions as a

"communication process" with four interrelated parts should prove

to be more advantageous. The "interaction effect" of promoting

correlated changes in the four-part process should enhance jury

communication more than giving isolated attention to separate

parts of the jury problem.
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